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Without the Hot Air™ is an evidence-based series, that aims to make complex and 
important topics accessible – in other words, how to think, not what to think. Other titles 
of the series have been translated into Chinese, Japanese, German, Hungarian, Slovenian 
and French:

Motivated by the need to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions, Sarah 
Bridle dedicates her time to food research with the aim of changing 
food policy. She leads the STFC Food Network+, which works towards 
sustainable food systems. A professor at the University of Manchester, she 
has won multiple awards for her work, including a Royal Society Fellowship.

Sarah Bridle takes the reader through the meals of a typical day and breaks down their 
environmental impact. From breakfast to lunch and snacks to supper, Bridle outlines 
the climate impact of the food we eat. If citizens do not halt climate change, extreme 
weather events may be the trigger for a change in our diet. 

Bridle’s book is an accessible discussion of the current scientific consensus on how 
food and climate change are connected. Bridle focuses on facts rather than emotive 
exclamations and highlights areas where more research is needed. 

Inspired by her former mentor David Mackay (author of Sustainable Energy Without the 
Hot Air), Bridle aims to change food policy to help combat climate change. 

• How do our daily food choices affect the environment?
• How will climate change affect the food we will eat in the future? 
• 25% of greenhouse gas emissions come from food – how do we reduce this?
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